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Before there was a NISE Net, the Museum of Science was public  
engagement partners with NNI research centers:
• Harvard University’s

Center for Science of Nanoscale Systems and their Device Applications
• Northeastern University’s

Center for High-rate Nanomanufacturing
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“Since its creation in 2001, the NSEC based at Harvard has  
collaborated with the Museum of Science - Boston and Carol  
Lynn Alpert to bring ideas and concepts from nanoscale science  
and engineering to the public in an enjoyable way. The Museum  
knows how to engage the public with entertaining presentations  
on stage through its Current Science & Technology program and  
by developing new interactive displays.…Combining the skill of  
the people at the museum with the technical knowledge of the  
researchers allowed us to inform the public about nanoscience  
in an entertaining way”

In addition to the Museum Science partnerships with Harvard  
and Northeastern Universities, the Sciencenter in Ithaca, and  
Lawrence Hall of Science were also working with nearby  
universities to engage publics in learning about nanotechnology.

Robert M. Westervelt,  
Director and Principal  
Investigator of  
Harvard’s Nanoscale  
Science and  
Engineering Center  
speaking at the NSE  
Grantee Conference  
in 2005



Nanoscale
Informal Science Education
This effort is intended to foster public  
awareness, engagement, and understanding of  
nanoscale science, engineering, and technology  
through establishment of a Network, a national  
infrastructure that links science museums and  
other informal science education organizations  
with nanoscale science and engineering  
research organizations.

Early in 2005 NSF issued a solicitation aimed at science museums that was bold and  
unprecedented in its scope:



The solicitation set out three large goals:
• Strategically plan, develop, implement, and disseminate educational  

deliverables of all kinds that foster greater engagement with and understanding  
of nanoscale science, engineering, and technology in a comprehensive way by  
the general public, as well as K-12 school groups.

• Stimulate educational research and evaluation that add to the nanoscale  
informal science education knowledge base, inform continuous improvement of  
both products and processes, and guide the development of future deliverables

• Create a sustainable service-oriented infrastructure that supports long-term  
efforts to educate the public about nanoscale science, engineering, and  
technology, as well as build capacity in the field and within participating  
institutions.



Three science museums that NSF expected to submit separate competing proposals in  
response to the solicitation decided to collaborate on a single proposal. Each had  
particular strengths and together could be very effective.

Museum of ScienceScience Museum of  
Minnesota

Exploratorium



Cornell University Main Street Science
UW-Madison MRSEC Interdisciplinary Education Group  
Perdue University Envision Center
Oregon Museum of Science & Industry  
New York Hall of Science
Fort Worth Museum of Science & History
Museum of Life and Science, North Carolina  
Sciencenter, Ithaca
Materials Research Society
Association of Science-Technology Centers  
Inverness Associates, network evaluation  
Multimedia Research, produce evaluation  
The Franklin Institute
Lawrence Hall of Science  
Children’s Museum of Houston  
University of Wisconsin – Madison  
SRI International
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The three lead institutions recruited an initial group of 10 working partners that also
brought key strengths. The group changed somewhat to address new needs over the
11 ½ years of the project, with some partners joining and others leaving :
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Chair: Robert Westervelt, Harvard University  
Gail Becker, Louisville Science Center
Rick Borchelt, Johns Hopkins University
Ahmed Busnaina, Northeastern University  
Robert Chang, NCLT, Northwestern University  
Vicki Colvin, Rice University
Evelyn Hu, UC Santa Barbara
Gail Jones, North Carolina State University
Arum Majumdar, University of California, Berkeley  
Heather Mayfield, Science Museum, London
Eric Mazur, Harvard University
Cynthia Needham, ICAN Productions  
Ainissa Ramirez, Yale University  
Stephanie Robinson, Education Trust, Inc.  
Sandip Tiwari, NNI, Cornell University  
George M. Whitesides, Harvard University

Advisors were drawn mostly from university research centers:
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A group of “thinking partners” represented a range of help the project get started  
project stakeholders:

Barry Aprison, Museum of Science & Industry  
Andrea Bandelli, Deliberative Citizens’ Debates  
David Bibas, California Science Center
Diana Chapin, Queens Library Foundation
Feliz Frankel, Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
David Goodsell, Scripps Research Institute
Myles Gordon, American Museum of NaturalHistory  
Nancy Healy, NNIN, Georgia Institute of Technology
Craig Kelly, COSI Columbus  
Kristen Kulinowski, Rice University
Roger Malina, Leonardo, Inter. Soc. for Arts, Science, & Tech.
David Macaulay
Noyuri Mima, Mirakan, Tokyo
Julia Tagueña Parga, Nat. Autonomous Univ. of Mexico  
Dave Patten, Science Museum, London
Darrel Porcello, Lawrence Hall of Science
Aadron Rausch, Purdue University  
Diantha Schull, Libraries for the Future
Pam Silas, American Indian Sci. & Eng.Soc.
Walter Staveloz, ECSITE  
Thomas Theis, IBM Research
Christopher Toumey, University of South Carolina



We saw a set of challenges and proposed NISE Net  
structures to address them:

• Hard to visualize nano
• Low public awareness  

and knowledge
• Rapidly changing field
• Importance of societal  

implications
• Low capacity in the field

• Need to know what works
• How to serve entire field

Viz Lab
Exhibits & Programs  
Public Website
Media  
Forums

Meetings/Conferences  
Resource Center
Grad Student Prof Dev
Evaluation  
Network



Center for Public  
Engagement  

Museum of Science

Center for  
Exhibits & Programs  
Science Museum of

Minnesota

Center for  
NISE Research  
Exploratorium

• Visualization Lab
• Resource Center
• Research and  

Evaluation
• Professional  

Development
• Public Website

• Network Media
• Forums for  

Discussion,  
Dialogue, and  
Deliberation

• Network  
Administration

• Exhibit and Program  
Packages

We initially  
organized the  
work into three  
“centers” each  
with its own set of  
tasks and partners  
to work on them



• Viz Lab

• Forum Programs

• Exhibits

•Public Website

•Research

•Media

•Professional Development

•Launch 
Meeting

In the first two  
years, we  
experimented with  
a range of  
activities,  
structures, and  
educational  
products



And engaged  
partners in rapid  
prototyping of  
all sorts of  
exhibits, media,  
programs, and  
research



We experimented with professional development, building partnerships  
between informal science and research organizations, and with new  
models for addressing societal questions and issues



Feedback from evaluators in our second year acknowledged that:
• our experiments were surfacing useful ideas about communicating  

nanoscale science in museum settings, but
• the challenges of building the network were substantial and not-yet  

successfully addressed
It is abundantly clear that most institutions and individuals in the field are not capable or  
interested in pursuing nanotechnology education on their own. NISE needs to identify a  
few strategic ways to involve individuals and grow their knowledge and interests; to  
provide incentives and support for institutions to engage; and to guide and structure  
collaborations that are cost productive and mutually supportive.

This feedback led to the breakthrough that made NISE Net a success



A week of nano public outreach events - Initially March 29 - April 6, 2008

• Locally organized activities
• Designed to launch partnerships and new public  

outreach activities
• 100 NanoDays kits distributed in 2008
• Online resourced at nisenet.org

and then annually

The key to building the network was:



We shipped twice as many kits in  
2009 and set up a network regional  
hub structure to support partners in  
getting access to NISE Net materials  
and opportunities

NanoDays was a big hit, became  
a key focal point for our work,  
and drew hundreds of  
organizations into the network



We were flooded with photos of NanoDays activities going on all over the country!



We distributed new NanoDays kits  
from 2008 through 2015 eventually  
capping the number of kits awarded  
competitively each year at 250.

Over that time, we distributed 1650  
NanoDays kits to 468 different  
organizations.

100% of recipients used their NanoDays  
kits year-round for a wide variety of  
educational activities and events

NanoDays kits generated 1 million  
interactions with visitors each year.

The kits contained a range of educational activities, training  
resources, promotional tools, guides on best practices,  
background information and everything needed to run  
NanoDays events except for the people.

“The NanoDays kits have been a great way to build bridges  
with other partners.

Jayatri Das, Chief Bioscientist, The Franklin Institute



By 2015, NISE Net had an online  
library of
• 272 informal educational  

program resources on various  
aspects of nanoscale science,  
engineering, and technology,  
developed by NISE Net and  
other organizations

• 192 media resources: images,  
videos, podcasts, interactive  
media, games, websites, print,  
and posters

• 94 guides, webinars, and  
professional development  
resources for scientists and  
educators



NISE Net developed a small footprint  
exhibition about nanotechnology and  
build 93 copies which were distributed  
to 149 sites nationwide.
Approximately 9 million visitors interacted with
the exhibition each year. All of the copies were
still on display at the start of 2020.



Five front-end studies, hundreds  
of formative evaluation studies,  
and twenty summative evaluation  
reports informed the work of the  
NISE Net.

The NISE Net also developed and  
disseminated Team-Based Inquiry  
training broadly throughout the  
network about a practical  
approach to empowering  
education professionals to get the  
data they need, when they need  
it, to improve their products and  
practices and, ultimately, more  
effectively engage public and  
professional audiences



“The questions asked by  
the participants forced  
me to think about  
aspects of my research  
that are typically an  
afterthought. I'm usually  
preoccupied with the  
daily grind of performing  
experiments and  
analyzing data. Engaging  
with the public at this  
forum reminded me that  
the goal of my work is to  
improve their lives (at  
some point in the distant  
future).”
Young nano researcher  
Ghidewon Arefe, speaker at  
the Science Museum of  
Minnesota April 26, 2007  
Forum

Nanotechnology
Risks, Benefits, and Who Decides

The NISE Net developed  
dialogue programs inspired by  
Danish citizen consensus  
conferences to engage public  
audiences and scientists in  
discussion of societal questions  
related to nanotechnology.



Most museums were wary of  
getting into societal and ethical  
implications of nanotechnology,  
until NISE Net partnered with the  
Center for Nanotechnology in  
Society at Arizona State University  
to produce public engagement,  
activities, training materials, and  
workshops for informal educators  
about nanotechnology and society
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nnovative applications

nterdisciplinary field

1.
Nano is small  
and different

2.
Nano is studying
and making tiny
things

3.
Nano is new  
technologies

4.
Nano is part of  
our society
and our future

Emerging field
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Novel properties

NISE Net developed  
a content map, a  
way for educators to  
identify themes that  
relate to nanoscale  
science,  
engineering, and  
technology, and  
how those themes  
can be  
communicated  
through a variety of  
hands-on activities  
and educational  
resources



Engaging Bilingual Audiences Workshop
Children’s Museum of Houston, June 2013

Universal Design Workshop
Museum of Science, July 2013

Website, webinars, &
training videos

NISE net develop a wide range of  
other professional development  
topics and vehicles

“I have never left a NISE Net experience not  
completely bursting with things that I  
wanted to bring back or talk about or do.”
Anika Taylor
Outreach Coordinator, The Bakken Museum



As partner capacity for nano engagement grew, NISE Net started to award Mini-Grants ($3,000 max) through a  
competitive process. By 2015 a total of 190 had been awarded.

Science Center of Iowa American Museum of Natural  
HistoryMarbles Kids Museum

University of Washington  
Vancouver

spectrUM

CNSE Children’s Museum of  
Science and Technology

Nuclear Science and History  
Museum

CEINT, Duke University Discovery Center Museum

Maritime ExploriumUniversity of New MexicoPREM, UPR Humacao and  
Casa Roig

Eligible activities included:
• New efforts to integrate  

nano into existing  
programming

• New efforts to reach new  
audiences with nano  
programming, including  
traditionally underserved  
or underrepresented  
audiences,

• New partnerships  
between museums and  
nano researchers,  
community-based  
organizations, or diversity  
serving organizations



By 2015, the NISE Net had nearly 600 organizational  
partners scattered across every state, DC, and Puerto  
Rico; mostly science and children’s museums and colleges  
and universities. (We had promised NSF 100 sites.)  
Regional hub leaders at seven locations, network-wide  
and regional meetings and workshops, monthly  
newsletters, social media, and a website that made all  
NISE Net resources available to everyone built the  
network and held it together.



In its final year, NISE Net produced a  
kit specifically designed for museums  
to use with out-of-school youth-
serving organizations

Explore Science: Zoom into Nano resources are  
designed to facilitate new or expanded  
collaborations between museums and
other local community partners to engage  
underserved audiences in learning about  
nanoscale science, engineering, and  
technology. Through our Museum &  
Community Partnerships initiative, NISE
Net provided physical Explore Science: Zoom
into Nano kits to 100 NISE Network partner  
institutions.



NanoDays continues 5 years later….
When our funding for nanoscale informal science education was complete,  
the NISE Net re-branded itself as the National Informal STEM Education  
Network. Though the Network no longer produces new NanoDays kits, kit  
materials are dispersed throughout the country, and digital files for all the  
kit materials are freely available to all online. However:
• NISE Net continues to post dates for spring NanoDays events and  

suggests specific nano (and other) activities suitable for special dates
throughout the year (https://www.nisenet.org/seasons).

• Partners continue to host NanoDays events.
• The NISE Net monthly newsletter continues to publish links to  

interesting “Nanotechnology News”

Future dates for NanoDays  
are:
• 2021: March 27-April 4
• 2022: March 26-April 3
• 2023: March 25-April 2

http://www.nisenet.org/seasons)


Hands-on STEM public  
engagement activities,  

exhibits, and professional  
development resources  
about Earth and space  

science.

A STEM educational  
game that immerses  
players in scenarios  

related to lunar science  
and exploration.

Hands-on activities and professional  
development resources designed to  

stimulate interest, sense of  
relevance, and feelings of self-

efficacy about chemistry.

Space and Earth
Informal STEM
Education (SEISE)

Hands-on activities and professional  
development resources that encourage  

creativity and reflection about responsible  
innovation, developed in celebration of the  

200th anniversary of the publication of  
Mary Shelley's novel Frankenstein.Engaging activities and  

professional development  
resources to create  

conversations about the  
emerging field of synthetic  

biology and its societal  
implications. Sustainability in Science and  

Technology Museums
Supports museums in their efforts to  

expand their sustainability programming  
through content-rich trainings, public  

engagement materials, and other  
resources.

Through forums and citizen science projects,  
museums engage the public in active learning  
and resilience planning around heat waves, sea  
level rise, extreme precipitation, and drought.

Project in development

NISE Net
after  
nano
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